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ABSTRACT

The present document describes a music structure in-

ference algorithm submitted to the MIREX 2011 evalua-

tion campaign (structural segmentation task). It consists

of 3 stages : symbolic feature extraction, structural seg-

ment boundary estimation, and structural segment cluster-

ing. We consider as inputs chord estimations from the

system of Ueda et al. in [5], expressed at the 2-beat

scale. Beats and downbeats are estimated by the system of

Davies et al. [2, 3]. The structural segmentation step uses

a regularity-constrained Viterbi approach. It assumes that

the structure of pop songs is generally based on a few typ-

ical segments, whose sizes are called structural pulsation

periods [1]. The segments are then clustered according to

their similarity, through the minimization of an adaptive

model selection criterion.

1. FEATURE EXTRACTION

The considered music piece is transformed into a sequence

of estimated chord symbols thanks to the system of Ueda et

al. [5]. It considers 7 chord types for each of the 12 semi-

tones : minor, major, augmented, diminished and seventh

(plus the ”no chord” type).

The downbeat estimator by Davies et al. [2] is tuned so

as to consider 4 beats per bar. For more information about

the beat tracker used, please refer to the description of the

non-causal system in [3].

The estimations of beats and downbeats allow to build

the beat scale whose beat period is closer to 1 second, and

synchronous to the downbeat scale. The temporal units ob-

tained are referred as ”snaps” and used for structural anal-

ysis in [1].
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We associate to each snap the symbol of the chord

which appears the most in the time frame limited by this

snap and the next one. Then, the set of features used by the

structure inference system is a sequence of chords symbols

expressed at the snap scale.

2. MUSIC STRUCTURE INFERENCE SYSTEM

2.1 Viterbi-based structural segmentation under

regularity constraints

This system seeks for the best structural segmentation

through a cost optimization process. Let S = {sk}1≤k≤n

be a segmentation of the sequence of features X describ-

ing a music piece. We assume that the cost function can be

written :

C(S) =

n
∑

k=1

Γ(sk) (1)

with

Γ(sk) = Φ(sk) + λΨ(sk) (2)

• Φ(sk) is a data-based segmentation cost which as-

sign a low value to segments made of sequences of

features repeated elsewhere in the song.

• Ψ(sk) is a regularity cost which takes a low value

when the segment size is close to a particular value

τ .

• λ is a balance parameter between these two costs.

The minimization of this cost is achieved by means of a

Viterbi algorithm. This system corresponds to ”System2”

described in [4], with the following regularity cost :

Ψ(sk) =

√

mk

τ
− 1 (3)

mk is the length of segment sk.

The typical segment size is set to τ = 16 snaps, and

λ = 0.15 according to a former experiment on the RWC

popular database.



2.2 Structural segment clustering through automaton

modeling

We consider that the set of features of a music piece can

be interpreted as a sequence of states of an automaton.

Segments modeled by the same branch are considered as a

cluster, i.e. they typically correspond to similar sequences

of symbols. The probability of the observed song is there-

fore modeled as the product of two types of transition prob-

abilities: transitions between the automaton branches (be-

tween two successive segments) and between the automa-

ton states (between two successive symbols in a segment).

As a lot of automata can model a single music piece,

let’s precise the automaton space we consider and the se-

lection criterion used.

2.2.1 Automaton space :

We consider a set of automata with different number of

branches. A first automaton is built by associating one

branch to each structural segment. Additional automata are

recursively built by fusing pairs of branches into a single

branch, until only a single branch is left.

Here, the order of fusion of the branches is set accord-

ing to their similarity : considering the automaton with i

branches, the automaton with (i − 1) branches is obtained

by fusing the two branches with lowest distance.

The distance between the two branches, which model

respectively two sets (A and B) of structural segments, is

the minimum of the edit distance between each segment

of A and each segment of B (i.e. the number of symbol

addition, deletion and substitution errors) 1 .

2.2.2 Adaptive criterion for automaton selection :

To each automaton is associated its probability to produce

the sequence of symbols describing the whole song. Let i

be the number of automaton branches and Pi this probabil-

ity, we have :

Pi = PBi
PSi

(4)

PBi
is the probability of the observed sequence of seg-

ment clusters (branches),

PSi
is the probability of the observed sequence of sym-

bols given the clustering of segments.

In information theory, searching for the automaton with

highest Pi is equivalent to searching for the automaton

with the lowest quantity of information − log(Pi). As

we observe in pop music pieces that the number of labels

rarely reaches one, or the number of segments, we add a

penalty term y that is affine in the number of branches and

that gives the same quantity of information to the smallest

and largest automata (with respectively one branch, and n

branches if the song is made of n segments).

We then search for the automaton which minimizes the

following criterion :

y − log (P ) = {yi − log (Pi)}1≤i≤n (5)

1 we currently use the edit distance script by Miguel Castro,
available at http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/213-
editdist-m

where

yi =
log(Pn) − log(P1)

n − 1
(i − 1) + log(P1) (6)

Former experiments showed that the performances ob-

tained with this criterion were close to the ones obtained

with BIC or AIC criteria.

Each cluster is then associated to a segment label (A,

B, C...) which is returned with the segment borders by the

structure inference system.
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